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XEFS Phase I: ObjectiveXEFS Phase I: Objective

•• FastFast--track science development in FEWStrack science development in FEWS



XEFS Phase I: ApproachXEFS Phase I: Approach

•• Wrap existing prototypes (including Wrap existing prototypes (including ens_postens_post
and and ens_preens_pre) within ) within ““model adaptersmodel adapters”” for quick for quick 
delivery to prototype delivery to prototype RFCsRFCs
–– A model adapter allows for FEWS to execute the A model adapter allows for FEWS to execute the 

underlying model and is responsible for: underlying model and is responsible for: 
•• Translating FEWS XML input data into formats Translating FEWS XML input data into formats 

understandable by the prototypeunderstandable by the prototype
•• Executing the prototypeExecuting the prototype
•• Converting output from prototype into FEWS XMLConverting output from prototype into FEWS XML



XEFS Phase I: FeaturesXEFS Phase I: Features

•• Prototypes will be executable without needing to Prototypes will be executable without needing to 
change model parameters or move fileschange model parameters or move files
–– FEWS module properties and parameter files will FEWS module properties and parameter files will 

instruct the model adapter on which prototype instruct the model adapter on which prototype 
executable to run and for which configuration filesexecutable to run and for which configuration files

–– Depends upon migration of operations to CHPS, and Depends upon migration of operations to CHPS, and 
whether or not FEWS produces nearly (or exactly) the whether or not FEWS produces nearly (or exactly) the 
same numbers as NWSRFSsame numbers as NWSRFS
•• If not, then the models may need to be recalibratedIf not, then the models may need to be recalibrated



XEFS Phase I: FeaturesXEFS Phase I: Features

•• Prototypes may need modifications in Prototypes may need modifications in 
order to break any links with the OFS order to break any links with the OFS 
database (fs5files)database (fs5files)
–– Example: Versions of Ensemble PostExample: Versions of Ensemble Post--

Processor and Ensemble PreProcessor and Ensemble Pre--Processor will be Processor will be 
delivered that do not depend upon the OFS delivered that do not depend upon the OFS 
databasedatabase



XEFS Phase I: FeaturesXEFS Phase I: Features

•• Field offices will be responsible for Field offices will be responsible for 
maintaining configuration files to execute maintaining configuration files to execute 
prototypesprototypes
–– Templates will be provided to assist in this Templates will be provided to assist in this 

processprocess



Example: HMOS for NWSRFSExample: HMOS for NWSRFS

<bin dir>

run_hmos

*CurFore

parameter files

*Ensem_Flow

<location input dir>

<bin dir>

hmos

<bin dir>

.bat control file

$(espts_dir)

CS file

Arguments:
.bat control file

specifies

Calibrated off-line

FS5FilesIHFS DB

Rating curve,
det. forecast

Latest 
observation <bin dir>

hmos_fcst_gen

<bin dir>

run_hmos_
to_espts

Prototype



Example: HMOS for FEWSExample: HMOS for FEWS

<bin dir>

hmos

Prototype

hmos.properties

params.xml

inputs.xml

outputs.xml

full directory name of 
<input dir>/<location>

*CurFore

parameter files

*Ensem_Flow

<location input dir>

Deterministic forecast, latest observation

Location identifier

Identifies executables and other key directories

Model



Phase I: Tasks CompletedPhase I: Tasks Completed

•• ClimatologyClimatology--based ESP wrapped in model adapterbased ESP wrapped in model adapter
–– Classical ESPClassical ESP
–– Uses existing Uses existing datacarddatacard files for inputsfiles for inputs
–– Could include preCould include pre--processed ensembles in any time zoneprocessed ensembles in any time zone

•• Prototype HMOS wrapped in model adapterPrototype HMOS wrapped in model adapter
•• Operational ENS_POST wrapped in model adapterOperational ENS_POST wrapped in model adapter

–– Altered to disconnect it from fs5filesAltered to disconnect it from fs5files
•• Operational ENS_PRE wrapped in model adapterOperational ENS_PRE wrapped in model adapter

–– Altered to disconnect it from fs5filesAltered to disconnect it from fs5files
•• Prototype EPP2 wrapped in model adapterPrototype EPP2 wrapped in model adapter

–– Requires updating because current version relies on fs5files forRequires updating because current version relies on fs5files for
datadata

•• ProofProof--ofof--concept prototype EPG built as a model adapterconcept prototype EPG built as a model adapter



Phase I: Tasks RemainingPhase I: Tasks Remaining

•• EPP2/EPP3 must be wrapped in model adapterEPP2/EPP3 must be wrapped in model adapter
–– Will proceed once a version is available that does not require fWill proceed once a version is available that does not require fs5files for inputs5files for input
–– Should I wrap EPP2 and the GFS Subsystem or wait until EPP3 is aShould I wrap EPP2 and the GFS Subsystem or wait until EPP3 is available?vailable?

•• Implement historical simulations using Implement historical simulations using datacarddatacard precipitation and precipitation and 
temperature datatemperature data
–– Similar to a calibration runSimilar to a calibration run

•• CalibrationCalibration
–– Should Phase I include calibration components for any of the modShould Phase I include calibration components for any of the models?els?

•• HindcastingHindcasting
–– Identify FEWS capabilitiesIdentify FEWS capabilities
–– Add other capabilities as neededAdd other capabilities as needed

•• EVSEVS
–– Identify what to do about this as well as IVPIdentify what to do about this as well as IVP

•• ESPADPESPADP
–– Develop an interim version of ESPADP until functionality is presDevelop an interim version of ESPADP until functionality is present within XEFSent within XEFS

•• EPGEPG
–– Lots of questions (What are the requirements? Who will develop iLots of questions (What are the requirements? Who will develop it? etc.)t? etc.)


